MLA Works Cited – 7th edition

When using ideas of others in your writing, it is essential to cite your sources. This guide will provide basic information on citing sources using MLA style. For more detailed instructions, consult the MLA Handbook for Writers of Research Papers, 7th edition.

A works cited list is arranged in alphabetical order by the author’s last name or, in the case where a source has no author, by the first word in the title (ignore “A,” “An” and “The”). Put one space after periods and indent each line 0.5 inches (excluding the first line). Double-space between lines and between each entry. More MLA citation examples are available at http://www.lonestar.edu/library/citation-help.htm.

A Book by Two Authors Section 5.5.4

[NOTE: if 4 or more authors, you may put the first author listed & “et al.” – for example, Jones, Robert, et al.]


KEY:
- authors
- title
- city of publication
- publisher
- year of publication
- medium of publication

A Work in an Anthology Section 5.5.6


A Film or Video Recording Section 5.7.3

[NOTE: For web video, see back of handout at bottom]


An Article in an Online Database Section 5.6.4

- Academic Search Complete (journal article)


KEY:
- article author
- article title
- journal title
- volume & issue number + year published
- page numbers
- database name
- medium of publication
- date when article was viewed online

- ProQuest Newspapers (newspaper article)


- Health Reference Center Academic (magazine article)


- Literature Resource Center (journal reprinted in a book and published in an online database - see also section 5.5.6)


- Issues & Controversies (weekly magazine with no paging listed online)


More on Back >>
An Image in an Online Database  Section 5.6.2d

Oxford Art Online

A Film or Film Clip  Section 5.6.2d & Television Broadcast Sections 5.7.1 and 5.6.2d in an Online Database

Films on Demand Film Clip

Films on Demand Complete Film

NBC Learn Higher Ed Television Broadcast (includes a listing for the news reporter = narrator (narr.))

A Book or Book Chapter/Essay in an Online Database section 5.6.2c

Bloom’s Literary Reference Online (article republished in a book found in a library database - see also section 5.5.6)

eBook Collection (complete online book)

Literature Resource Center (chapter from a book excerpted in an online database - see also section 5.5.6)

Opposing Viewpoints (essay from a book republished in an online database - see also section 5.5.6)

A Web Page  Section 5.6.2b


KEY:

1 author 2 page title 3 web site title 4 sponsor of web page 5 date of publication or last update 6 medium of publication 7 date when page was viewed online

A Newspaper Article on the Web  Section 5.6.2b

A Government Publication on the Web Sections 5.6.2c and 5.5.20

A Photograph on the Web  Section 5.6.2d

A Video on the Web  Section 5.6.2d